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Directed by Craig Chester
Review by Gena Hymowech

trn Craig Chester's new comedy "Adam and Steve," the title
characters meet in 1987 at the New York City nightclub
Danceteria (where Madonna was discovered). Steve, played by
Malcolm Gets, is a dancer and Adam, played by Craig Chester, is
a Goth. The two seem destined to be together forever, but when
they go back to Adam's place, certain embarrassing bodily
functions put a major damper on the evening. The intense
humiliation keeps the duo from pursuing a relationship with each
other.

Adam and Steve accidentally reunite years later at a hospital.
(Steve treats Adam's dog for a stab wound. It's a long story.) At
first, Adam and Steve don't recognize each other. Regardless, the
chemistry between the couple is still apparent, and it's not long
before the two men start seeing each other.

Everything is going well until Steve remembers the ill-fated night
of their first meeting. When he does, he feels not only
embarrassed but guilty since he also recalls that he introduced
Adam to cocaine on that date (a drug Adam subsequently became
addicted to). In the end, the couple's unusual past seriously
jeopardizes their chances for a future. While the premise for
"Adam & Steve" may not evoke high hopes, the film is
surprisingly smart and romantic (I particularly loved the scenes
that poke fun of the crass commercialization of 9/11). On the
down side, the film's plot is somewhat unrealistic, a bit too silly
(highly derivative of "There's Something About Mary") and
saddled with unnecessary characters, Still, the film's flaws won't
bother you a bit, because there's just
something about "Adam & Steve.
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